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The Man Who Knew Too Much: And Other Stories (1922) is a book of detective stories by English writer G. K. Chesterton, published in 1922 by Cassell and Company in the United
Kingdom, and Harper Brothers in the United States. It contains eight connected short stories about "The Man Who Knew Too Much", and unconnected stories featuring other
heroes/detectives. The United States edition contains one of these additional stories: "The Trees of Pride", while the United Kingdom edition contains "Trees of First book in the
Cordelia Morgan WOMAN WHO series. In t...Â Slightly weird, but not too bad. Interesting that this is touted as a Cordelia Morgan mystery yet the book is not written from her point of
view...that threw me for a while flag Like Â· see review. Jul 14, 2010 Jewel Shell rated it it was amazing Â· review of another edition. I picked this book up at the condo we were
cleaning and found it an awesome read. Cordelia Morgan is a great character and the star of three novels by Brett Reece Johnson. A mysterious note leads a struggling actress to a
strange murder investigation. After two decades of striving, Celia is tired of waiting for her big acting break, and finds consolation only in a specific narcotic: mystery novels. After an
afternoon binge at the sprawling Strand bookstore, she emerges with a baker's dozen of second-hand thrillers. Inside one of the novels she finds a real-life mystery that will prove to
be the greatest she's ever read.Â Who is the Director, why would someone want him dead, and what on earth does Dan Rather have to do with it? As Celia dives into the puzzle,
she finds herself locked in a life-or-death struggle with a gang of international conspirators. These evil men would scare her to death if she weren't a veteran of New York's toughest
battlefield: the audition room.

